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Abstract

How retroviruses regulate the amount of RNA genome packaged into each virion has remained a long-standing question.
Our previous study showed that most HIV-1 particles contain two copies of viral RNA, indicating that the number of
genomes packaged is tightly regulated. In this report, we examine the mechanism that controls the number of RNA
genomes encapsidated into HIV-1 particles. We hypothesize that HIV-1 regulates genome packaging by either the mass or
copy number of the viral RNA. These two distinct mechanisms predict different outcomes when the genome size deviates
significantly from that of wild type. Regulation by RNA mass would result in multiple copies of a small genome or one copy
of a large genome being packaged, whereas regulation by copy number would result in two copies of a genome being
packaged independent of size. To distinguish between these two hypotheses, we examined the packaging of viral RNA that
was larger (<17 kb) or smaller (<3 kb) than that of wild-type HIV-1 (<9 kb) and found that most particles packaged two
copies of the viral genome regardless of whether they were 17 kb or 3 kb. Therefore, HIV-1 regulates RNA genome
encapsidation not by the mass of RNA but by packaging two copies of RNA. To further explore the mechanism that governs
this regulation, we examined the packaging of viral RNAs containing two packaging signals that can form intermolecular
dimers or intramolecular dimers (self-dimers) and found that one self-dimer is packaged. Therefore, HIV-1 recognizes one
dimeric RNA instead of two copies of RNA. Our findings reveal that dimeric RNA recognition is the key mechanism that
regulates HIV-1 genome encapsidation and provide insights into a critical step in the generation of infectious viruses.
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Introduction

Retroviruses are RNA viruses that replicate through a DNA

phase, in which viral DNA is integrated into the host genome to

form a provirus [1]. Retroviral genomes in virions are dimers,

consisting of two copies of full-length, unspliced RNA, each of

which encodes all of the genetic information needed for virus

replication [2,3,4,5,6]. Packaging of the retroviral genome is

mediated by interactions between the viral structural protein Gag

and the cis-acting element(s), collectively called the packaging

signal, in the viral RNA [7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. In some retrovi-

ruses, such as HIV-1, RNA partner selection and the initiation of

the dimerization process occur in the cytoplasm [15]; therefore,

RNA dimerizes before encapsidation [16,17]. A 6-nt sequence

located at the 59 untranslated region of the HIV-1 genome, termed

the dimerization initiation signal (DIS), forms intermolecular base-

pairs between two HIV-1 RNAs to initiate the dimerization

process [13,18,19,20,21]. There are multiple DIS sequences in the

circulating HIV-1 strains; two of the most common sequences are

GCGCGC and GUGCAC [22,23]. As base-pairing is involved in

RNA partner selection for the initial dimerization process, the

identity of the DIS sequence affects the ability of two HIV-1 RNAs

derived from different proviruses to be copackaged together to

form heterozygous particles [16].

Many aspects of retroviral RNA genome encapsidation, such as

the cis- and trans-acting elements that mediate the specific

packaging of the viral genome into particles, are well-studied. In

contrast, other aspects of RNA packaging, such as how

retroviruses regulate the number of genomes packaged into

virions, are poorly understood. For example, it is not known

whether the viral particle would package more than two copies of

RNA from a viral genome that is much smaller than wild type.

The possibility that multiple smaller RNA genomes are incorpo-

rated into one virion has been suggested previously [24]. However,

the sensitivity of RNA detection method has made it difficult to

confirm this suggestion. Similarly, it is also unclear whether

retroviruses can efficiently package two copies of RNA that are

much longer than their respective wild-type genomes. The lengths

of the RNA genomes for most of the known avian and mammalian

orthoretroviruses are close to 8–10 kb [25]. Additionally, the

inability to efficiently encapsidate RNAs that are .2 kb larger

than the wild-type genome led to the proposal of ‘‘packaging limit’’

of viral RNA [26,27,28]; this hypothesis implies that there may be

physical barrier(s) to the encapsidation of larger RNA genomes.
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Other studies showed that vector RNAs much larger than viral

genomes can be packaged into particles [29,30]; however, it is not

known whether one copy or two copies of vector RNAs were

encapsidated into a particle.

By determining the viral RNA content of individual particles,

our recent study demonstrated that most HIV-1 particles contain

viral RNA; furthermore, two copies of RNA are packaged in each

virion [16]. These observations indicate that the amount of HIV-1

RNA packaged into a particle is tightly regulated. We propose that

HIV-1 RNA packaging is regulated by one of two mutually

exclusive mechanisms: encapsidation may be regulated either by

the total mass of viral RNA packaged or by the copy number of

the packaged RNAs. These two hypotheses predict that viral RNA

length will have different effects on packaging. The ‘‘RNA mass’’

hypothesis predicts that when the viral RNAs are smaller, more

copies of RNA will be packaged; additionally, HIV-1 particle

cannot accommodate two copies of viral RNAs much larger than

those of ‘‘wild-type’’ virus. In contrast, the ‘‘copy number’’

hypothesis predicts that two copies of packagable viral RNAs will

be encapsidated, independent of their size.

To test these two hypotheses, we examined packaging of HIV-1

genomes that are much larger or smaller than the wild-type 9-kb

RNA by directly visualizing the viral RNA contents of individual

particles. In this previously described single-virion analysis assay

[16], HIV-1 genomes are engineered to contain stem-loop

sequences recognized by either the coat protein of bacteriophage

MS2 or the BglG protein from Escherichia coli, which are tagged

with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and a red fluorescent

protein, mCherry, respectively. Viral particles are visualized by

fluorescence microscopy as a portion of the Gag proteins are

tagged with cerulean fluorescent protein (CeFP), and the packaged

viral RNAs are distinguished by their YFP or mCherry signals. In

the current study, we modified this system to express RNA

genomes that are <3 kb or nearly 17 kb so that we could examine

the effects of viral RNA length on RNA packaging. Our results

indicate that HIV-1 packages two copies of viral genome

regardless of whether the RNA is <3 kb or <17 kb. We also

found that HIV-1 can package one copy of the genome when the

RNA contains two dimerization/packaging signals allowing for the

formation of an intramolecular dimer (self-dimer). This observa-

tion indicates that the recognition of the dimeric RNA structure is

a key element in the regulation of RNA encapsidation by HIV-1.

Results

HIV-1 Particles Can Package Viral Genomes Much Larger
than 9 kb

We generated a series of constructs expressing larger RNA

genomes based on the previously described HIV-1 constructs

GagCeFP-MSSL and GagCeFP-BglSL [16], which are referred to

as Base-MSL and Base-BSL, respectively (Figure 1A). Base-MSL

and Base-BSL are derived from NL4-3 and contain all of the cis-

acting elements required to express, export, and package HIV-1

RNA; they express functional Gag-CeFP, Tat, and Rev proteins,

whereas the pol, env, vif, vpr, and vpu genes were inactivated by

deletions. Additionally, Base-MSL and Base-BSL contain stem-

loop sequences in the pol gene positions that are recognized by the

coat protein of MS2 bacteriophage and the BglG protein of E. coli,

respectively.

We inserted viral and nonviral sequences into Base-MSL and

Base-BSL to generate the HIV-1 constructs Long-MSL and Long-

BSL, respectively; the full-length viral RNAs expressed from these

two constructs are 13–14 kb (Figure 1A). We then inserted

additional nonviral sequences into Long-MSL and Long-BSL to

generate XLong-MSL and XLong-BSL, respectively, which

express 16–17-kb full-length viral RNAs. Although not shown,

Author Summary

Viruses must package their genomes in particles to pass
their genetic information to the next generation. Although
many aspects of RNA packaging are well-studied, how
retroviruses regulate the number of genomes in the
particle is currently unknown. Based on the dimeric nature
of retroviral genomes in particles, it was often assumed
that two copies of RNA were packaged into one particle.
This assumption was validated recently when we demon-
strated that most HIV-1 particles contain two copies of
viral RNA, which revealed that the number of genomes
packaged is tightly controlled. In this report, we examined
the mechanism that regulates the amount of RNAs
encapsidated into HIV-1 particles. Our results showed that
RNA packaging is not regulated by the mass of the viral
RNA as two copies of small or large genomes are
packaged. However, packaging of two copies of RNA can
be perturbed; HIV-1 can encapsidate one copy of its
genome when the RNA contains two packaging/dimeriza-
tion signals that allow for intramolecular dimer (self-dimer)
formation. These studies revealed that HIV-1 regulates
genome packaging by recognizing the dimeric RNA
structure, and suggest that the interaction of viral protein
Gag and dimeric RNA serves as the nucleation point of
virus assembly.

Figure 1. The ability of HIV-1 particles to package RNAs larger than 9 kb. (A) General structure of constructs. Green and red stem-loops
represent binding sites for MS2 coat protein and BglG protein, respectively; white and hatched boxes denote HIV-1 and nonviral sequences,
respectively; LTR, long terminal repeat; NLS, nuclear localization signal. (B) Packaging efficiencies of HIV-1 RNAs from Base, Long, and XLong
constructs. Data shown are the mean 6 standard deviation (SD) from $8 independent experiments. (C) Proportions of heterozygous particles
generated by Base, Long, and XLong constructs. Data shown are the mean 6 SD from $3 independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003249.g001
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each Gag-CeFP-expressing construct has a corresponding con-

struct that expresses untagged Gag; in each experiment, Gag-

CeFP- and Gag-expressing constructs were cotransfected at

equimolar ratios to preserve normal particle morphology [31].

The size of HIV-1 genomic RNA from the NL4-3 molecular

clone is 9.1 kb. Previously we showed that genomic RNAs from

our Base constructs, ranging from 6 to 8 kb in size, are efficiently

packaged; RNA signals were detected in .90% of the viral

particles [16]. To determine the efficiency with which HIV-1

packages RNAs larger than wild-type genomes, we cotransfected

HIV-1 constructs expressing untagged and CeFP-tagged Gag

along with MS2-YFP and Bgl-mCherry into 293T cells, collected

viral particles, and analyzed them by fluorescence microscopy. In

these experiments, the Gag signal is detected in the CeFP channel,

whereas MS2 and BglG stem-loop-containing RNA signals are

detected in the YFP and mCherry channels, respectively. The

RNA-packaging efficiency is calculated as the percentage of

CeFP+ particles that are positive for RNA signals (mCherry+ or

YFP+). Our results showed that viral RNAs were packaged

efficiently (.93%) in particles derived from Base, Long, and

XLong constructs ($4 independent experiments; .9,000 viral

particles from each construct analyzed). Similar results were

obtained from BglG and MS2 stem-loop-containing constructs

(Table S1); for simplicity, these results are combined and shown in

Figure 1B. These findings indicate that RNA genomes close to

17 kb can be packaged efficiently into HIV-1 particles.

HIV-1 Packages Two Copies of Large RNAs
To determine whether viral particles generated by Long

constructs encapsidate one or more genomic RNAs, we coex-

pressed Long-BSL and Long-MSL and performed single-virion

analyses on the particles. If HIV-1 RNAs from two viruses are

expressed at equal levels in the cells and assorted randomly before

encapsidation, 50% of the viral population should be heterozygous

particles that contain one RNA from each parent virus (Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium). In our previous experiments using the

Base constructs, we found that <45% of the CeFP+ particles were

YFP+mCherry+, which was very close to the predicted 50%

heterozygous particles in the viral population [16].

Our analyses of the particles that were generated by coexpres-

sing the Long-MSL and Long-BSL constructs showed that <40%

of the CeFP+ particles were YFP+mCherry+; similarly, <38% of

the CeFP+ particles that were generated by coexpressing XLong-

MSL and XLong-BSL were YFP+mCherry+ ($3 independent

experiments; .20,000 particles from each pair of constructs

analyzed; Figure 1C, Table S2). Compared with particles

produced by the Base constructs (<44%; Figure 1C, Table S2),

virions derived from Long and XLong constructs generated

heterozygous particles at efficiencies of 91% (40%/44%) and 86%

(38%/44%). These results revealed that most of the particles

derived from Long and XLong constructs contained two copies of

HIV-1 RNAs.

Biochemical Characterization Confirms the Encapsidation
of Large Dimeric RNAs

In Base, Long, and XLong RNAs, the RNA-binding protein

recognition sites are located in pol; therefore, only unspliced RNA

should contain these sequences and be labeled with MS2-YFP or

Bgl-mCherry. To confirm that the full-length RNAs were

encapsidated, we first performed denaturing Northern analyses

using virion RNA generated from NL4-3 as a control. As shown in

a representative Northern blot (Figure 2A), full-length RNAs are

evident in all four samples at the expected sizes; however, their

abundance decreases with the size of the genome. This result is

most likely caused by nicking of the RNA either in the particle or

during preparation of the RNA samples. If the breakage of RNA is

the same in a given length of RNA (for example, one break every

5 kb), then more of the smaller RNA (such as 7 kb) than the larger

RNA (<17 kb) can be expected to remain intact. It is worth noting

that we did not observe distinct bands of short transcripts

corresponding to spliced variants of the Long and XLong RNAs

in these analyses.

To assess the size of the RNA dimer in the viral particles, we

analyzed virion RNAs by velocity sedimentation through a sucrose

gradient. We isolated RNAs from the viral particles derived from

NL4-3 or XLong-BSL and loaded the RNA samples without heat

treatment to preserve viral dimers on a 15%–30% sucrose gradient

along with cellular RNAs isolated from uninfected 293T cells.

After centrifugation, 37 fractions were collected, and the amounts

of HIV-1 RNA and human 28S rRNAs were analyzed by

quantitative real-time RT-PCR using primers and probes anneal-

ing to gag and 28S rRNAs, respectively. In these experiments,

RNAs with higher molecular weights should sediment faster and

migrate to fractions closer to the bottom of the tube. Results from

Figure 2. Biochemical analyses of HIV-1 virion RNAs. (A) Representative denaturing Northern analyses of virion RNAs. The four lanes shown are
generated from the same gel and rearranged for clarity. (B) Representative analyses of velocity sedimentation of virion RNAs. The copy numbers of
XLong and 28S rRNAs are shown in the y axis on the left, whereas the copy numbers of the NL4-3 RNA are shown in the y axis on the right.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003249.g002
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a set of representative velocity sedimentation experiments are

shown in Figure 2B. The NL4-3 RNA dimer (<18 kb) migrates as

a distinct population with the peak located at fraction 24, whereas

the XLong RNA dimer migrates to fractions closer to the bottom

of the tube with a peak at fraction 19. The 28S rRNAs (5 kb) from

the uninfected 293T cells migrated slower than RNAs from NL4-3

or XLong and were detected in fractions closer to the top of the

tubes with a peak at fraction 33. These results confirm that the

dimeric RNA genomes packaged into viral particles from XLong

constructs are larger than those from NL4-3.

Long and XLong Constructs Generate Particles with
Normal Immature Morphology

Results from our single-virion analyses revealed that most of the

viral particles derived from Long and XLong constructs contained

two copies of viral RNA genomes that were larger than 9 kb. To

examine whether encapsidating larger RNA distorts virion

morphology, we performed EM studies on various viral particles.

The pro genes of Base, Long, and XLong constructs were deleted;

therefore, we expected that these constructs would generate

immature particles. As a control, we included viral particles

produced from an NL4-3-derived construct (H0-PR*) that

contains intact gag-pol with an inactivating mutation (D25N) in

pro. Particles derived from all of these constructs exhibit similar

immature morphology (Figure S1A); furthermore, these particles

have similar sizes regardless of whether they were derived from

Base, Long, or XLong constructs (.250 viral particles measured

in each category; Figure S1B). These results indicate that

packaging genomic RNAs almost twice as large as the wild-type,

9-kb RNA genome does not significantly alter the virion

morphology; therefore, HIV-1 viral particles have the capacity

to encapsidate two copies of genomes that are significantly larger

than 9 kb.

Short HIV-1 Genomic RNAs Are Packaged as Single
Dimers

The ‘‘RNA mass’’ hypothesis proposes that a certain mass of

viral RNA is packaged into each particle. Therefore, this

hypothesis predicts that when the HIV-1 full-length RNA is much

shorter than the wild-type HIV-1 genome, more than two copies

of RNA should be encapsidated into one virion. To test this

hypothesis, we generated Mini HIV-1 constructs that express <3-

kb viral RNAs containing elements essential for the expression and

packaging of the RNA, including an intact 59 untranslated region,

the first 200 nt of gag, the Rev-response element, and sequences

recognized by the MS2 or BglG RNA-binding proteins (Figure 3A).

To test whether Mini RNAs are packaged efficiently by HIV-1

Gag, we coexpressed Mini-MSL or Mini-BSL with helper

constructs that express Gag, Gag-CeFP, Tat, Rev, and MS2-

YFP and Bgl-mCherry. We found that <70%–80% of the CeFP+

particles were mCherry+ or YFP+ (5 independent experiments,

.14,000 particles analyzed for each construct; Table S3),

indicating that Mini RNAs were packaged into viral particles,

albeit at an efficiency lower than that of Base RNA.

The ability of two HIV-1 RNAs to be copackaged into the same

virus is strongly influenced by their DIS sequences. We have

shown that RNAs from two Base vectors can be copackaged at a

near-random level when both RNAs have GCGCGC in their DIS,

whereas copackaging is decreased 2.3-fold when the two RNAs

contain discordant DIS palindromes, one with GCGCGC and the

other with GUGCAC [16,17]. GCGCGC and GUGCAC are the

DIS sequences in most subtype B and subtype C HIV-1,

respectively [22]. We used this feature of HIV-1 biology to

examine the number of Mini RNAs encapsidated into HIV-1

particles by single-virion analysis. We reasoned that if one Mini

RNA dimer is packaged into a viral particle, then the inefficient

heterodimer formation will be directly reflected in the ratio of

particles with two RNA colors (YFP+mCherry+) (Figure 3B).

Therefore, compared with two Mini RNAs that both contain

GCGCGC in their DIS, Mini RNAs containing discordant

palindromes (one with GCGCGC and another with GUGCAC)

should have a reduced ratio of viral particles with two RNA colors;

furthermore, the level of reduction should be similar to that of the

Base vectors. In contrast, if multiple dimers are packaged into a

viral particle, then the effects of reducing RNA heterodimers on

the generation of particles with two RNA colors will be lessened,

because many particles will contain one dimer in which both

RNAs have GCGCGC and one dimer in which both RNAs have

GUGCAC, thereby increasing the proportion of particles with two

RNA colors (Figure 3B).

To test the effects of DIS sequences on the formation of particles

with two RNA colors, we coexpressed Mini-MSL and Mini-BSL,

both of which have GCGCGC in their DIS, along with helper

constructs; <25.7% of the CeFP+ particles exhibited both

mCherry and YFP signals. When we coexpressed Mini-BSL with

Cdis-Mini-MSL that contains GUGCAC in its DIS, we found that

<9.6% of the CeFP+ particles exhibited both RNA signals

(YFP+mCherry+), which corresponds to a 2.7-fold reduction

(25.7%/9.6%) from that produced by two Mini RNAs with

Figure 3. The regulation of short HIV-1 RNA packaging. (A) General structures of Mini HIV-1 constructs. The first 200 nt of gag is shown as
Dgag; RRE, Rev-response element; DIS, dimerization initiation signal. Other abbreviations are the same as in Figure 1. (B) Schematic representation of
predicted outcomes when Mini RNAs are packaged as one dimer or more than one dimer with two constructs containing discordant DIS palindromes.
(C) Effects of DIS sequences on the generation of two-RNA-color (YFP+mCherry+) particles containing Base (white bars) and Mini (gray bars) RNAs. The
ratio of YFP+mCherry+ particles from two constructs that both contain GCGCGC in their DIS was set as 1. Data for Base RNAs were recalculated from
data described in [16]. Values for Mini RNAs represent the mean 6 SD from 5 independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003249.g003
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GCGCGC in their DIS. We also examined the effects of changing

the DIS sequences of Mini constructs into two complementary

nonpalindromic sequences and generated 6G-Mini-MSL and 6C-

Mini-BSL that contain GGGGGG and CCCCCC in their DISs,

respectively. When coexpressed with helper constructs, 6G-Mini-

MSL and 6C-Mini-BSL produced <40.4% of heterozygous

particles, which corresponds to a 1.6-fold increase from that

generated by Mini-MSL and Mini-BSL (5 experiments, .15,000

particles analyzed for each set of constructs; Table S4).

The effects of altering DIS sequences in Base vectors and in Mini

vectors on the production of YFP+mCherry+ particles among

CeFP+ particles are shown in Figure 3C. In these comparisons, the

ratio of the heterozygous particles produced from two RNAs with

GCGCGC in their DIS was set to 1 and the effects of changing the

DIS sequence to discordant palindromes or complementary

nonpalindromes are shown relative to that of vectors with

GCGCGC. These comparisons revealed that changing DIS

sequences influenced the ratios of heterozygous particles at the

same levels in both Base and Mini constructs. Therefore, these

results indicate that, even when HIV-1 genomic RNAs were much

shorter than wild type (<3 kb versus <9 kb), they were still

encapsidated as one dimer and not as multiple dimers.

Taken together, these results show that HIV-1 particles have the

capacity to accommodate HIV-1 RNA significantly larger than the

9-kb wild-type genome. However, regardless of whether the RNA

was <17 kb or <3 kb, one dimer was packaged into a viral particle.

These findings do not support the ‘‘RNA mass’’ packaging

hypothesis; rather, they are consistent with the hypothesis that

HIV-1 regulates its genome encapsidation by copy number.

Single RNAs that Self-Dimerize Are Packaged
Our results from constructs with large RNA or Mini RNAs are

consistent with the hypothesis that HIV-1 regulates genome

packaging by RNA copy number. It is possible that HIV-1

regulates genome packaging by encapsidating one RNA dimer;

alternatively, HIV-1 may exert the regulation by packaging two

copies of viral RNA. We sought to determine the unit (i.e., one

dimeric RNA or two monomeric RNAs) that HIV-1 uses to

regulate RNA packaging. Sakuragi and colleagues previously

demonstrated that by inserting into the env gene a second copy of

the 59 leader sequence including the DIS, the resulting RNAs can

form both intermolecular dimers and intramolecular dimers (self-

dimers) [32]. The intermolecular dimer and self-dimer are

distinguished by using nondenaturing Northern analyses; the

intermolecular dimer is a complex of two RNAs, whereas the self-

dimer contains one RNA that migrates to a position expected for a

monomeric RNA. In the experiments by Sakuragi et al., <60%

and <40% of the virion RNAs were intermolecular and self-

dimers, respectively [32].

We used this strategy and generated HIV-1 vectors containing

two packaging signals (Figure 4A) by inserting into the pol gene of

the Base vectors a segment of the NL4-3 genome from U5 to the

first 34 nt of gag, with a mutation in the splice donor site to abolish

its function [32]. We generated viruses derived from these vectors

Figure 4. Encapsidation of HIV-1 RNAs containing two
packaging/dimerization signals. (A) General structures of HIV-1
constructs containing two packaging signals. DIS sequences are shown;
the gray box denotes the additional packaging signal inserted in pol.
Other abbreviations are the same as in Figure 1. (B) Schematic
representation of intermolecular and intramolecular dimers generated
by RNAs containing two dimerization signals. (C) Representative
nondenaturing Northern analyses of virion RNAs. Black and white
arrowheads indicate the positions of RNA dimers and monomers,

respectively. (D) Correlation between intermolecular dimer packaging
and ratios of heterozygous particles. Gray bars, ratios of intermolecular
dimers among the virion RNA samples determined by nondenaturing
Northern analyses; white bars, ratios of heterozygous particles in the
viral population determined by single-virion analyses. Values for the
Base construct were set as 1; values for Northern analyses represent the
mean 6 SD from $2 experiments; values for single-virion analyses
represent the mean 6 SD from $9 experiments. Asterisks denote
statistical significance (P,0.05; Student’s t-test).
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003249.g004
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containing two identical dimerization signals and analyzed the

virion RNAs by nondenaturing Northern analyses. A representa-

tive nondenaturing Northern analysis is shown in Figure 4C.

Before heat treatment, most of the virion RNAs from the parental

Base vectors were dimers (94%; mean from 6 experiments); in

contrast, virion RNAs from vectors with two identical dimerization

signals contained both an intermolecular dimer and a faster-

migrating population consistent with monomeric RNAs. The

mean of the intermolecular dimers in 6 experiments was 66%,

similar to that reported by Sakuragi and colleagues [32]. However,

these Northern analyses results cannot address whether one or two

copies of self-dimers are packaged in one particle; thus, we

performed single-virion analyses to address this issue.

If HIV-1 regulates genome encapsidation by packaging two

copies of RNAs, then two copies of the self-dimer should be

packaged, and the ratio of YFP+mCherry+ particles should remain

the same as that generated by the Base vectors. In contrast, if HIV-

1 regulates the virion genome by packaging one dimeric RNA,

then one copy of the self-dimer should be packaged, and the ratio

of YFP+mCherry+ particles should be lower than that generated by

the Base vectors (Figure 4B). We examined particles produced

from the coexpression of constructs in which the DIS sequence in

both packaging signals are from subtype B (GCGCGC), Bdis-BSL-

Bdis and Bdis-MSL-Bdis, and found that the YFP+mCherry+

particle ratio in the viral population was reduced from <44% to

<32% (Table S2 and S5). Our Northern analyses showed that

approximately 66% of the virion RNAs were intermolecular

dimers, assuming equal expression and random copackaging, half

of these viruses should be heterozygous particles (<33%). If one

copy of the self-dimer was packaged, these particles will only

confer one RNA color and will not increase the ratio of

heterozygous particles; hence, we would expect that <33% of

the virions would be YFP+ mCherry+ particles. Therefore, the

level of reduction in heterozygous particles was consistent with the

theoretical prediction based on one copy of the self-dimer being

packaged (Figure 4D). To exclude the possibility that the

duplicated HIV-1 sequences containing the second DIS affected

RNA packaging, we generated and examined additional con-

structs containing discordant DIS palindromes. These constructs,

Cdis-MSL-Bdis and Cdis-BSL-Bdis, contain GUGCAC in their

DIS at the 59 end of the viral RNA and GCGCGC in the second

DIS within the sequences inserted in the pol gene (Figure 4A). As

the two DIS sequences within the RNA are discordant

palindromes, we expected that self-dimer formation would be

discouraged and RNAs derived from these constructs would

preferentially form intermolecular dimers. If so, these constructs

would generate heterozygous particles efficiently. Nondenaturing

Northern analyses demonstrated that most of the RNAs (98%)

migrated to the position of the intermolecular dimer (Figure 4C).

Single-virion analyses showed that coexpression of Cdis-MSL-Bdis

and Cdis-BSL-Bdis produced heterozygous particles at a level

similar to that of Base-MSL and Base-BSL viruses (Figure 4D and

Table S5). These results indicate that when HIV-1 RNAs form

self-dimers, only one copy of RNA is packaged. Therefore, HIV-1

can bypass the requirement for packaging two copies of RNA by

recognizing a single copy of RNA containing a dimeric structure.

Taken together, these findings suggest that HIV-1 regulates RNA

packaging by recognizing a dimeric RNA, which leads to the

packaging of two copies of the wild-type, full-length viral genome.

Discussion

One of the essential steps in generating an infectious retroviral

virion is the packaging of the RNA genome. The mechanism that

regulates RNA packaging has many implications for retroviral

evolution. For example, if a virion cannot accommodate two

copies of full-length genomes exceeding a certain size, then this

limitation would be a major factor in shaping the economical

organization of the viral genome. Additionally, the mechanism

that regulates RNA packaging and heterozygosity can affect

genome diversity by altering the potential for recombination.

Recombination occurs when reverse transcriptase copies genetic

information from different portions of the two copackaged viral

RNAs. If a certain mass of RNA is packaged, then multiple copies

of smaller RNAs, or one large viral RNA, would be packaged into

one virion; therefore, the size of the viral genome would directly

affect the recombination potential of the virus. In this report, we

address the long-standing question of how a retrovirus regulates

the number of viral genomes packaged into each virion and show

that HIV-1 regulates its RNA encapsidation not by the mass of the

viral genome, but by packaging two copies of RNAs based on the

recognition of an RNA dimer structure.

A major mechanism for retroviral oncogene transduction is the

packaging of read-through transcripts followed by recombination

[33,34,35]. The read-through transcripts are often significantly

larger than the full-length genome, demonstrating that retroviruses

can package RNAs larger than their genomes. However, the

encapsidation efficiency of these read-through RNAs and whether

one or two copies of the RNAs are packaged remains unknown. In

this study, we found that most of the particles derived from XLong

constructs with RNA close to 17 kb contain two copies of viral

genomes; furthermore, EM analyses showed that the size and

morphology of these particles are indistinguishable from those

containing RNA genomes that are less than 9 kb. Therefore,

immature HIV-1 particles can accommodate two copies of

genomes larger than 9 kb. Despite its ability to package larger

RNAs, HIV-1 uses overlapping open reading frames and splicing,

rather than expanding its genome size, to encode all the genes that

are required for efficient replication. We speculate that a larger

genome has other fitness costs, such as inefficient expression, lower

RNA stability, and reduced efficiency in completing reverse

transcription, nuclear import, or integration, some of which were

observed in another retrovirus [29]; the collective fitness burden

associated with these factors may limit the ability of HIV-1 to

expand its genome.

We have shown that HIV-1 regulates RNA packaging by

recognizing a dimeric RNA structure. Specifically, particles

packaging <3-kb Mini RNAs still contained only one dimer, not

multiple dimers. Furthermore, RNAs containing two packaging

signals that form self-dimers were encapsidated into HIV-1

particles as a single copy of the genome. How does HIV-1

package one dimer and not multiple dimers? We hypothesize that

Gag-dimeric RNA interaction is the nucleation point of HIV-1

virus assembly, and that this interaction promotes the association

of other Gag proteins leading to the formation of the virion.

Because only one nucleation point is required to promote Gag

recruitment, the dynamics of the virus assembly leads to the

packaging of one dimer.

The molecular mechanism of preferential packaging of dimeric

RNAs is well-established for murine leukemia virus. It was shown

that RNA dimerization causes conformational changes and

exposes high affinity nucleocapsid (NC) binding sites that are

buried in the monomeric RNA [36]; furthermore, mutations of

these binding sites led to significant decrease in the levels of RNA

genome packaging [37]. A recent study shows that in HIV-1

dimeric RNA, interaction occurs between U5 and a region near

the Gag translation start codon that leads to increases in NC

binding [38]. Hence, using the differences in Gag’s affinities to
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bind to dimeric versus monomeric viral RNA may be a general

mechanism used by many retroviruses to ensure the packaging of

dimeric RNA. As shown in this and other studies, the DIS plays an

important role in the initiation of RNA dimerization and the

selection of the copackaged RNA partner. However, the DIS is not

the only RNA element in the viral genome that directs RNA

dimerization as the virion RNAs from a DIS-deletion mutant are

still dimeric [5,6,39]. Therefore, other currently unknown RNA

elements must play a role in RNA dimerization as well.

Retroviruses are known to package an assortment of cellular

mRNA into their particles, especially in the absence of the viral

genome [40]. It is unclear whether the packaging of cellular mRNA

is also regulated; if so, how the regulation is achieved. Additionally,

we also do not know whether a nucleation point exists in the

assembly of particles that lack viral RNA but contain cellular

mRNA. It is possible that multiple lower-affinity Gag-nonviral RNA

interaction events replace the nucleation point for virus assembly.

Future studies are required to examine these questions.

Regulation of genome encapsidation has implications for multiple

aspects of viral replication and evolution. Our results reveal that

dimeric RNA recognition is the key element that regulates viral

genome packaging into HIV-1 virions. These findings have direct

implications for the dynamics of virus assembly, the potential for

recombination to generate viral diversity, and the adaptive strategies

employed by retroviruses for their replication.

Methods

Viral Vectors and Plasmids
For simplicity, previously described GagCeFP-BglSL and

GagCeFP-MSSL [16] are referred to as Base-BSL and Base-

MSL, respectively. Although only constructs expressing Gag

tagged with Cerulean fluorescent protein (CeFP) are shown, each

has a corresponding construct that expresses untagged Gag. Long-

BSL was generated by first replacing a portion of pol that was

deleted in Base-BSL, then inserting into the nef gene two DNA

fragments, one from pB0-Spe6C [41] containing the mouse

surface marker B7 gene and a mutated green fluorescent protein

gene and another containing lacZ. The ouabain-resistance gene

from pSVa3.6 [42] was cloned into Long-BSL to generate XLong-

BSL. The AscI-to-SphI DNA fragments of Long-BSL and XLong-

BSL plasmids were replaced with that from Base-MSL to generate

Long-MSL and XLong-MSL plasmids, respectively.

Mini-MSL and Mini-BSL were derived from pKD-HIV(GFP-I-

Hy) [43] by inserting sequences recognized by the MS2 coat

protein or the BglG protein, respectively, in place of the sequences

from the cytomegalovirus promoter to the end of hygromycin B

phosphotransferase gene. Derivatives of Mini-MSL or Mini-BSL

were generated by altering the DIS sequences. Bdis-BSL-Bdis and

Bdis-MSL-Bdis were generated by inserting a PCR fragment

containing nucleotides 555–823 (NL4-3 Genebank numbering)

with a splice donor mutation from GGTG to GATC [32] into the

pol gene of Base-BSL and Base-MSL, respectively. The 59 DIS

sequences of the two aforementioned plasmids were changed to

GTGCAC to generate Cdis-BSL-Bdis and Cdis-MSL-Bdis. The

structure of all plasmids was verified by restriction digests; PCR-

amplified regions were confirmed by sequencing.

Plasmids expressing MS2-YFP and Bgl-mCherry have been

reported previously [16,44]. Helper constructs that were used to

generate particles containing Mini RNAs include pSYNGP [45],

which expresses codon-optimized HIV-1 Gag/GagPol; pSynGag-

CeFP, which was generated by replacing mCherry in pSynGag-

mCherry [46] with cefp; pTat-1 [47]; and pCMV-rev [48]. H0-

PR* was derived from pON-H0 [49] with a D25N mutation in pro.

Cell Culture, Virus Production, and Microscopy
Human 293T cells were maintained as previously described [16].

Transfections were performed using poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) reagent

[15], FuGeneHD (Roche), or TransIT-LT1 (Muris). Supernatants

were harvested 19–24 h post-transfection, clarified through a 0.45-

mm-pore-size filter to remove cellular debris, and either stored at

280uC or used immediately. Fluorescence microscopy used in single-

virion analyses [16] and electron microscopy (EM) analyses [50] were

performed as previously described.

Biochemical Analyses of Virion RNA
Viral particles were treated with RNase-free DNase to remove

DNA prior to virion RNA isolation. Virion RNA isolation [51]

and nondenaturing Northern blots were performed as previously

described using riboprobes generated from a gag fragment [17].

Signal intensity was quantified using a phosphorimager. For

denaturing Northern analyses, virion RNA isolation and hybrid-

ization were performed as previously described using a random-

primed, 32P-labeled probe generated from an 8-kb AvaI digestion

fragment that covered most of the NL4-3 sequences [52,53]. RNA

samples used in velocity gradients were isolated from virions

pelleted through a 20% sucrose cushion, treated with proteinase

K, and extracted with phenol/chloroform. Wild-type HIV-1

(NL4-3) RNA analyzed by velocity sedimentation was obtained

from virus stocks prepared as described [54]. Total cellular RNA

was prepared from 293T cells using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen).

RNA samples were adjusted to contain 1% SDS (w/v) and

300 mM NaCl, and the cellular RNA samples were heat-

denatured (83uC for 3 min) before loading on the gradient.

Linear 15%–30% sucrose (w/v) gradients were prepared as

previously described [55] and centrifuged at 234,0006g for 80 or

120 min at 23uC in a Beckman SW41 Ti rotor. Collected fractions

were analyzed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. HIV-1 RNAs

were detected using primers and probe sets annealed to gag as

previously described [56]; human 28S rRNAs were detected using

a primer and probe set from Roche Assay ID140876.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 EM analysis of HIV-1 particles produced
from different viral constructs. (A) Representative images of

HIV-1 particles produced from different viral constructs. NL4-3

PR*, protease-deficient NL4-3-based construct H0-PR*. (B) Diam-

eters of HIV-1 particles produced from different viral constructs. For

each sample, at least 250 particles were measured. Values represent

the mean 6 SD from two independent experiments.
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Table S1 RNA contents of HIV-1 particles containing
different genome sizes.
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Table S2 Proportion of heterozygous particles generat-
ed from constructs with different genome sizes.
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Table S3 Proportions of HIV-1 particles containing
Mini RNA genome.

(DOC)

Table S4 Effects of DIS sequences on the proportion of
two-RNA-color viral particles containing Mini RNAs. *

Within each experiment, the percent of particles with two RNA

colors for each sample was compared to the percent of particles

with two RNA colors in the Mini-MSL + Mini-BSL sample.
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Table S5 Effects of DIS sequences on the percent of
heterozygous particles containing HIV-1 RNAs with two
dimerization signals. * The percent of heterozygous particles

in each sample was compared to the average percent of

heterozygous particles for Base-MSL + Base-BSL samples in

Supplemental table S2 that was set to 1.0.
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